[Research on chaotic behavior of epilepsy electroencephalogram of children based on independent component analysis algorithm].
In this paper, Independent component analysis (ICA) was first adopted to isolate the epileptiform signals from the background Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. Then, by using the phase space reconstruct techniques from a time series and the quantitative criterions and rules of system chaos, different phases of the epileptiform signals were analyzed and calculated. Through the comparative research with the analyses of the phase plots, the power spectra, the computation of the correlation dimensions and the Lyapunov exponents of the physiologyical and the epileptiform signals, the following conclusions were drawn: (1) The phase plots, the power spectra, the correlation dimensions and the Lyapunov exponents of the EEG independent components reflect the general dynamical characteristics of brains, which can be taken as a quantitative index to weigh the healthy states of brains. (2) Under normal physiological conditions, the EEG signals are chaotic, while under epilepsy conditions the signals approach regularity.